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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a wind turbine rotor designing method, a wind turbine rotor design
support apparatus and a wind turbine rotor, and in particular to a designing technique for avoiding a contact of a wind
turbine blade used in a wind turbine generator with a tower and further reducing the pitch moment.

Background Art

[0002] One problem accompanied by extension of the diameter of the wind turbine rotor of an upwind type wind turbine
generator, that is, large-scaling of the wind turbine blades is increase in the bending amount of the wind turbine blades
due to the wind load. A wind turbine blade may contact the tower when the bending amount of the wind turbine blade
is increased, and it is therefore necessary that the wind turbine generator is designed so as to avoid contact of wind
turbine blades with the tower in consideration of the bending amount of the wind turbine blades.
[0003] Three techniques are known for avoiding contact of the wind turbine blades with the tower. A first technique is
to previously incline the pitch axes of the wind turbine blades (axes about which the wind turbine blades rotate) toward
the windward side (i.e., provision of the cone angle). A second technique is to previously bend the wind turbine blades
toward the windward side (i.e., pre-bend). A third technique is to make blade root attachment planes have an inclination
angle with respect to the pitch axes so that the wind turbine blades are diagonally attached with respect to the pitch
axes (i.e., root cut). In any of these techniques, the tip ends of the wind turbine blades are kept away from the tower
and the contact of the wind tower blades with the tower is effectively avoided. Such techniques are disclosed in, for
example, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2009/0304513 A1, U.S. Patent 6,582,196 B1, U.S. Patent Publication No.
2010/0104444 A1, and German Patent Application No. 10 2006 041 383 A1.
[0004] The mere use of these techniques does not, however, dissolve a problem that the pitch moment required for
rotating a wind turbine blade about the pitch axis is increased when the wind turbine blade is large-sized and the imbalance
of load exerting on the blade rotation bearing is increased. Rather, in some case, there is even a case that the imbalance
of the load exerted on the blade rotation bearing is increased on the contrary. The increase in the pitch moment neces-
sitates increase in the driving ability of the pitch control mechanism which is mounted on the rotor head, and this is not
preferable in designing a wind turbine generator. If the pitch moment required for rotating the wind turbine blade about
the pitch axis is reduced by the design of the wind turbine blades, however, such a problem would be avoided.
[0005] According to a study by the inventors, use of an optimum designing technique allows reducing the pitch moment
required for rotating a wind turbine blade about the pitch axis. No reference is found in the known techniques mentioned
above as to reduction of the pitch moment.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0006]

Patent Literature 1: U.S. Patent Publication No. 2009/0304513 A1
Patent Literature 2: U.S. Patent 6,582,196 B1
Patent Literature 3: U.S. Patent Publication No. 2010/0104444 A1
Patent Literature 4: German Patent Application No. 10 2006 041 383 A1

Disclosure of Invention

[0007] Therefore, an objective of the present invention is to provide a designing technique for reducing the pitch
moment required for rotating a wind turbine blade about the pitch axis.
[0008] In an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a designing method of a wind turbine rotor that includes
a rotor head, a bearing provided on the rotor head and a wind turbine blade attached to the bearing. The wind turbine
rotor designing method includes: providing operation environment data indicative of an operation environment of a wind
turbine generator including the wind turbine rotor and design data of the wind turbine blade; calculating a position of a
center of mass of the wind turbine blade in each position in a lengthwise direction of the wind turbine blade in the operation
environment from the operation environment data and the design data; and calculating an evaluation value which is a
value depending on an integral value obtained by integrating a product of the calculated position of the center of mass
of the blade and a mass per unit length at each position in a lengthwise direction of the wind turbine blade from a blade
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root portion of the wind turbine blade to a blade tip end of the same. The operation environment data includes first data
indicative of the rated wind speed of the wind turbine generator and second data indicative of the lowest temperature
at which the wind turbine generator is allowed to be operated or the air density corresponding to the lowest temperature.
[0009] The evaluation value F may be calculated using Equation (1) as below: 

where, in Equation (1), the z-axis is defined as the direction along the center axis of the bearing, and the x-axis is defined
as being perpendicular to the z-axis so that a plane including the x-axis and z-axis is perpendicular to the rotation plane
of the wind turbine rotor; x(z) is the position of the center of mass of the wind turbine blade in the x-axis direction in the
operation environment; m(z) is the mass per unit length of the wind turbine blade at the coordinate z on the x-axis; z0
is the position of the blade root of the wind turbine blade on the z-axis; and z1 is the position of the blade tip end on the z-axis.
[0010] In one embodiment, x(z) is calculated using the following equation: 

where Δx (z) is the displacement of the center of mass of the blade in the x-axis direction due to a wind load, and the
pre-bend amount ΔxRRE(z) is the position at the coordinate z of the center of mass of the wind turbine blade in the x-
axis direction with no load, and the root cut inclination angle θ is the angle between the extending direction of the wind
turbine blade at said blade root portion and the center axis of said bearing.
[0011] In the wind turbine rotor designing method, it is preferable to revise the design data so as to further reduce the
integral value.
[0012] In a case where the blade root portion of the wind turbine blade is in a cylindrical shape, the extending direction
of the wind turbine blade at the blade root portion may be defined as a center line of the cylindrical shape.
[0013] In another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a design support apparatus of a wind turbine rotor
which includes a rotor head, a bearing provided on the rotor head and a wind turbine blade attached to the bearing. The
design support apparatus includes: a storage device for storing operation environment data indicative of an operation
environment of a wind turbine generator including the wind turbine rotor; and a processing unit. The processing unit is
programmed so as to calculate the position of the center of mass of the wind blade at each position in the lengthwise
direction of the wind turbine blade in the operation environment from the operation environment data and the design
data, and to calculate an evaluation value that depends on an integral value obtained by integrating a product of the
calculated position of the center of mass of the blade and the mass per unit length at each position in the lengthwise
direction of the wind turbine blade from the blade root of the wind turbine blade to the blade tip end of the same. The
operation environment data includes first data indicative of the rated wind speed of the wind turbine generator and
second data indicative of the lowest temperature at which the wind turbine generator is allowed to be operated or the
air density corresponding to the lowest temperature.
[0014] In still another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a design support program of a wind turbine
rotor that includes a rotor head, a bearing provided on the rotor head and a wind turbine blade attached to the bearing.
The design support program causes a computer to execute the following steps of: calculating the position of the center
of mass of the wind turbine blade at each position in the lengthwise direction of the wind turbine blade in an operation
environment based on operation environment data indicative of the operation environment of a wind turbine generator
including the wind turbine rotor and design data of the wind turbine blade, wherein the operation environment data and
the design data are prepared in a storage device; and calculating an evaluation value which depends on an integral
value obtained by integrating a product of the calculated position of the center of mass of the blade and the mass per
unit length at each position in the lengthwise direction of the wind turbine blade from the blade root of the wind turbine
blade to a blade tip end of the same. The operation environment data includes first data indicative of the rated wind
speed of the wind turbine generator and second data indicative of the lowest temperature at which the wind turbine
generator is allowed to be operated or the air density corresponding to the lowest temperature.
[0015] In still another aspect of the present disclosure, a wind turbine rotor includes a rotor head, a bearing provided
on the rotor head and a wind turbine blade attached to the bearing. For a case where a first direction is defined as the
direction along the center axis of the bearing and a second direction is defined as being perpendicular to the first direction
so that a plane defined by the first and second directions is perpendicular to a rotation plane of the wind turbine rotor,
the wind turbine blade is so formed as to have such a shape that, for a tangent line at an agreement position at which
a center of mass of the wind turbine blade meets the center axis of the bearing other than the blade root of the wind
turbine blade to a curve of a change of the displacement in the second direction of the center of mass due to a wind
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load with respect to the distance from the blade root in the first direction in a case where the temperature is the lowest
temperature at which a wind turbine generator provided with the wind turbine rotor is allowed to be operated and a wind
blows at the rated wind speed, a portion of the curve away from the agreement position is located between the tangent
line and the center axis of the bearing.
[0016] The present invention provides a designing technique for reducing the pitch moment required for rotating the
wind turbine blade about the pitch axis.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a side view showing the configuration of a wind turbine generator in one embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing an example of a connection structure between a rotor head and a wind turbine
blade in one embodiment;
Fig. 3A is a plan view showing an example of the shape of the blade surface of the wind turbine blade;
Fig. 3B is a front view showing the structure of the wind turbine blade viewed from the blade chord direction;
Fig. 4 is a side view showing the relationship between the central axis of a bearing of a wind turbine rotor and a
center line of the blade root portion of the wind turbine blade;
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the positional relationship between the blade root portion of the wind turbine blade and
the blade section in the A-A section in a case in which "root cut" is not adopted;
Fig. 6 is a graph showing a change of a position of a center of mass of a blade in the windward direction (x-axis
direction) with respect to the position in the pitch axis direction (z-axis direction) from the blade root portion in a
case when "pre-bend" is adopted without adopting "root cut";
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing positional relationships between the blade root portion of the wind turbine blade and
the blade section in the A-A and B-B sections in a case when "root cut" is adopted;
Fig. 8 is a graph showing a change of the position of the center of mass of a blade in the windward direction (x-axis
direction) with respect to the position in the pitch axis direction (z-axis direction) from the blade root in a case when
"pre-bend" and "root cut" are adopted;
Fig. 9 is a graph showing a change of the position of the center of mass of the blade in the windward direction (x-
axis direction) with respect to the position in the pitch axis direction (z-axis direction) from the blade root; and
Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a wind turbine rotor design support apparatus in one em-
bodiment.

Embodiments of Invention

[0018] Fig. 1 is a side view showing the configuration of an upwind type wind turbine generator in one embodiment.
The wind turbine generator 1 is provided with a tower 2 stood on a foundation 7, a nacelle 3 installed on a top end of
the tower 2, and a wind turbine rotor 4. The wind turbine rotor 4 includes a rotor head 5 rotatably attached to the nacelle
3, and three wind turbine blades 6 attached to the rotor head 5. The rotation axis of the wind turbine rotor 4 (wind turbine
rotation axis 4a) is directed in the horizontal direction or slightly upward than the horizontal direction in the windward
direction. When the wind turbine rotor 4 is rotated by wind power, the wind turbine generator 1 generates electric power
and supplies the power to the utility grid connected with the wind turbine generator 1.
[0019] Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing a connection structure of the rotor head 5 and the wind turbine blades 6.
Three bearings 8 (only one shown) are attached to the rotor head 5. The bearings 8 rotatably support the wind turbine
blades 6, and the center axes of the bearings 8 corresponds to the rotation axes of the wind turbine blades 6, that is,
the pitch axes. The pitch angle of the wind turbine blades 6 is variable by the bearing 8.
[0020] Figs. 3A and 3B are diagrams showing an example of the structure of the wind turbine blades 6. Fig. 3A shows
the configuration of the blade surface of a wind turbine blade 6, and Fig. 3B shows the structure of the wind turbine
blade 6 viewed from the blade chord direction. In this embodiment, while the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine
blade 6 is formed in a cylindrical shape, a blade shape is formed in the middle portion and tip portion of the wind turbine
blade 6. The blade-shaped portion and the blade root portion 6a are smoothly joined. In addition, in this embodiment,
out of the blade surfaces of the wind turbine blade 6, the blade surface 6c on the windward side is formed to be concave
and the blade surface 6d on the leeward side is formed to be convex, so that the tip end portion of the wind turbine blade
6 is curved in the windward direction. This aims to avoid contact between the wind turbine blade 6 and the tower 2. In
Figs. 3A and 3B, the center line (and the extension line) of the wind turbine blade 6 in the blade root portion 6a is denoted
by numeral 10. As shown in Fig. 3B, the blade tip end 6b of the wind turbine blade 6 is offset in the windward direction
with respect to the center line 10. Also, in Figs. 3A and 3B, the blade root of the wind turbine blade 6 is denoted by
numeral 6e.
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[0021] Fig. 4 is a side view showing the relationship between the center axis (i.e., the pitch axis) of a bearing 8 and
the center line 10 of the blade root portion 6a. The pitch axis is denoted by numeral 9 in Fig. 4. The terms used in the
following description are defined as below referring to Fig. 4:

(1) Wind Turbine Rotation Plane

[0022] The wind turbine rotation plane 12 is a flat plane perpendicular to the wind turbine rotation axis 4a.

(2) Cone angle

[0023] The cone angle α is an angle defined between the pitch axis 9 and the wind turbine rotation plane 12. More
strictly, the cone angle α is an angle defined between a straight line and the pitch axis 9, wherein the straight line is
defined by a plane which includes the pitch axis 9 and is perpendicular to the wind turbine rotation plane 12 and by the
wind turbine rotation plane 12.

(3) Root Cut Inclination Angle

[0024] The root cut inclination angle θ is an angle defined between the extending direction of the wind turbine 6 in the
blade root portion 6a and the pitch axis 9. Here, in this embodiment, since the blade root portion 6a is formed in a
cylindrical shape, the root cut inclination angle θ is defined as an angle formed between the center line of the cylindrical
shape of the blade root portion 6a and the pitch axis 9. In this embodiment, a non-zero root cut inclination angle θ is
given by cutting off the cylindrical blade root portion 6a at a bevel.
[0025] Herein, the z-axis direction is defined as the direction along the pitch axis 9. It should be noted that z = 0 at the
blade root 6e of the wind turbine blade 6. In addition, the x-axis direction is defined as a direction perpendicular to the
z-axis direction in the windward direction. Here, the x-axis direction is determined so that a plane defined by the x-axis
and the z-axis is perpendicular to the wind turbine rotation plane 12.
[0026] As described above, there are known three techniques for avoiding that a wind turbine blade 6 contacts the
tower 2:

A first technique is to incline the pitch axis of the wind turbine 6 (the rotation center axis of the wind turbine 6) toward
the windward side. This means that the cone angle α mentioned above is set non-zero. This technique is referred
to as "non-zero cone angle", hereinafter.
A second technique is to bend the tip portion of the wind turbine 6 toward the windward side in the manufacture.
This technique is referred to as "pre-bend", hereinafter.
A third technique is to cut the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 at a bevel so as to diagonally attach
the wind turbine blade 6 with respect to the pitch axis 9. This means that the root cut inclination angle θ mentioned
above is set non-zero. This technique is referred to as "root cut", hereinafter.

[0027] These techniques are all effective for avoiding a contact of the wind turbine blade 6 with the tower 2. Although
the easiest and most widely used technique is "non-zero cone angle", only the use of the "non-zero cone angle" cannot
avoid the contact of the wind turbine blade 6 with the tower 2 for a large-size wind turbine blade 6. According to study
by the inventor, it is therefore preferable to combine another technique with the "non-zero cone angle".
[0028] Herein, one idea of the inventor is that the "non-zero cone angle", "pre-bend" and "root cut" have respectively
different influences on the pitch moment Mzb (the moment required for rotating the wind turbine blade 6 about the pitch
axis 9) and that the pitch moment Mzb can be reduced by appropriately combining these techniques. The following
discusses the influences on the pitch moment Mzb caused by the "non-zero cone angle", "pre-bend" and "root cut".
[0029] When only the "non-zero cone angle" is used, the wind turbine blade 6 is positioned on the pitch axis 9 at no
load. Accordingly, the use of only the "non-zero cone angle" results in that the tip portion of the wind turbine blade 6 is
moved away from the pitch axis 9 to thereby increase the pitch moment Mzb, when the wind turbine blade 6 is bent by
the wind load.
[0030] On the other hand, the use of the "pre-bend" reduces the pitch moment Mzb, since the tip portion of the wind
turbine blade 6 can be brought close to the pitch axis 9 when the wind turbine blade 6 is bent by the wind load.
[0031] Here, according to the study by the inventors, it is the "root cut" that is most effective for reducing the pitch
moment Mzb. In the following, a description is given of the effect of reduction of the pitch moment Mzb by the "root cut",
referring to Figs. 5 to 9.
[0032] Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 and a blade section
11A in a case when the "root cut" is not adopted. Herein, the left figure of Fig. 5 shows the positional relationship between
the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 and the blade section 11A in the case where the wind turbine blade
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6 is located at an azimuth angle of 270° and the right figure of Fig. 5 shows the positional relationship between the blade
root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 and the blade section 11A in the case where the wind turbine blade 6 is
located at an azimuth angle of 90°. It should be noted here that the "azimuth angle" means the position of the wind
turbine blade 6 in the circumferential direction of the wind turbine rotation axis 4a and the azimuth angle is defined to
be 0° in the case where the wind turbine blade 6 is located in the vertical upward direction or in the direction closest
thereto. The blade section 11A is within the A-A section in Figs. 3A and 3B, that is, the blade section of the wind turbine
blade 6 at a position slightly closer to the blade tip end 6b from the midpoint of the wind turbine blade 6.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 5, when a wind load is applied, the wind turbine blade 6 is bent and the blade section 11A is
moved away from the pitch axis 9. The bearing 8 for rotating the wind turbine blade 6 is applied with an asymmetric load
by the self weight and the aerodynamic force in proportion to the bending amount of the wind turbine blade 6 so that the
pitch moment Mzb is increased. Fig. 6 is a graph showing a change in the position x(z) of the center of mass of the blade
in the windward direction (x-axis direction) with respect to the coordinate z in the pitch axis direction (z-axis direction)
from the blade root 6e in a case when the "pre-bend" is used without using the "root cut". It should be noted here that
the position x(z) of the center of mass of the blade in the coordinate z in the pitch axis direction means the position of
the center of mass of the blade calculated for the blade section perpendicular to the pitch axis 9 passing through the
coordinate z. With no load, the center of mass of the blade is located in proximity to the pitch axis 9 as a whole, although
the bent tip portion of the wind turbine blade 6 is located slightly away from the pitch axis 9 in the windward direction.
When a wind load corresponding to the rated wind speed is applied, the wind turbine blade 6 is bent toward the leeward
side, and the center of mass of the blade is moved farther away from the pitch axis 9 as the position is approached
nearer to the blade tip end 6b of the wind turbine blade 6. Thus, the asymmetricity of the load applied to the bearing 8
which rotates the wind turbine blade 6 is increased so as to increase the pitch moment Mzb required for rotating the
wind turbine blade 6 about the pitch axis 9.
[0034] On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows positional relationships between the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine
blade 6 and the blade sections 11A and 11B in a case when the "root cut" is used. The left figure of Fig. 7 shows the
positional relationship between the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 and the blade sections 11A and
11B in the case where the wind turbine blade 6 is located at an azimuth angle of 270° and the right figure of Fig. 7 shows
the positional relationship between the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 and the blade sections 11A and
11B in the case where the wind turbine blade 6 is located at an azimuth angle of 90°. It should be noted here that the
blade section 11B is within the B-B section in Figs. 3A and 3B, that is, the blade section of the wind turbine blade 6 at
a position slightly closer to the blade root 6e from the midpoint of the wind turbine blade 6. That is, the blade section
11A is located relatively away from the blade tip end 6b of the wind turbine blade 6 and the blade section 11B is located
relatively close to the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6.
[0035] One feature of the wind turbine blade 6 adopting the "root cut" is that, in a case where the wind turbine blade
6 is bent by a wind load, the portion close to the blade root portion 6a of the wind turbine blade 6 is located on the
windward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 while the portion close to the blade tip end 6b is located on the leeward
side with respect to the pitch axis 9. This is shown by the fact that the blade sections 11A and 11B are located in opposite
sides across the pitch axis 9 in any of the cases of an azimuth angle 270° or 90° in Fig. 7. Also, as shown in Fig. 8, the
center of mass of the blade is located on the windward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 in a region B, and the center
of mass of the blade is located on the leeward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 in a region A. Thus, the pitch moments
Mzb due to the self weight of the portion close to the blade root portion 6a and the self weight of the portion close to the
blade tip end 6b of the wind turbine blade 6 are cancelled to each other so that the pitch moment Mzb required for
rotating the wind turbine blade 6 about the pitch axis 9 is reduced.
[0036] When the wind turbine rotor 4 is so designed as to reduce the pitch moment Mzb, it is necessary to pay attention
to the fact that the pitch moment Mzb depends on the operation environment of the wind turbine generator 1. The pitch
moment Mzb is maximized, when the temperature is the lowest temperature at which the wind turbine generator 1 is
allowed to be operated and the wind turbine generator 1 is operated in the operation environment in which the wind
blows at the rated wind speed. That is, the temperature is related to the air density, which becomes maximum when the
temperature is the lowest temperature. When the actual wind speed is smaller than the rated wind speed, the wind
turbine generator 1 is so controlled as to be placed in the fine state where the pitch angle of the wind turbine blades 6
is minimum (i.e., the state in which the received wind power energy is maximum) or to be a pitch angle approximate
thereto, and when the effective wind speed exceeds the rated wind speed, the pitch angle is increased as the wind
speed is increased so as to be in a state close to the feather state (i.e., the state in which the received wind power energy
is minimum). When such operation is implemented, the pitch moment Mzb is maximum when the actual wind speed is
the rated wind speed. As a result, since the pitch moment Mzb becomes maximum when the temperature is the lowest
temperature at which the wind turbine generator 1 is allowed to be operated and the wind blows at the rated wind speed,
it is preferable to design the wind turbine rotor 4 so that the pitch moment Mzb is reduced in this case.
[0037] In a preferred example of a design of the wind turbine rotor 4, a curve of the change in the position x(z) of the
center of mass of the wind turbine blade 6 in the windward direction with respect to the coordinate z in the pitch axis
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direction (z-axis direction) from the blade root 6e satisfies the following requirement, under conditions in which the pitch
moment Mzb becomes maximum (i.e., when the temperature is the lowest temperature at which the wind turbine generator
1 is allowed to be operated and the wind blows at the rated wind speed) (see Fig. 9):

Requirement:

[0038] For a tangent line L drawn at a position Q at which the position x(z) of the center of mass of the blade meets
the pitch axis 9 other than the blade root 6e, the portion of the curve away from the position Q is located between the
tangent line L and the pitch axis 9 (the z-axis).
[0039] The design of the wind turbine blade 6 satisfying such a requirement, the balance is improved between the
portion located on the windward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 and the portion located on the leeward side with
respect to the pitch axis 9 when the wind turbine blade 6 is bent, and thereby the pitch moment Mzb is reduced.
[0040] It should be noted that it is important to adopt the "root cut" in terms of the reduction of only the pitch moment
Mzb and it is not always necessary to adopt the "non-zero cone angle" and "pre-bend". On the other hand, it is effective
to adopt the "non-zero cone angle" and/or "pre-bend" in view of avoiding the contact between the wind turbine blade 6
and the tower 2. Accordingly, it is appropriate to adopt the "root cut" in addition to the "non-zero cone angle" and/or "pre-
bend", as a whole of the actual wind turbine rotor 4.
[0041] Here, when the "root cut" is adopted, it is important to optimize the root cut inclination angle θ. If the root cut
inclination angle θ is too large, the balance between the portion located on the windward side with respect to the pitch
axis 9 and the portion located on the leeward side is lost when the wind turbine blade 6 is bent due to a wind load, which
rather results in increase of the pitch moment Mzb. Also, when the "pre-bend" is adopted, the balance between the
portion located on the windward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 and the portion located on the leeward side in a
case where the wind turbine blade 6 is bent depends on the degree of the "pre-bend". Accordingly, in order to determine
the root cut inclination angle θ to be optimum, it is necessary to take into consideration of the pre-bend amounts at
respective positions of the wind turbine blade 6 in the pitch axis direction (i.e., the positions of the center of mass of the
blade in the x-axis direction at respective positions of the wind turbine blade 6 in the pitch axis direction for no load).
The following discusses a technique for optimally designing the root cut inclination angle θ.
[0042] As described above, in order to reduce the pitch moment Mzb required for rotating the wind turbine blade 6
about the pitch axis 9, the balance between the portion of the wind turbine blade 6 located on the windward side with
respect to the pitch axis 9 and the portion located on the leeward side is important. One technique for evaluating such
a balance is to calculate an evaluation value based on an integral value f obtained by integrating a product of the position
x(z) of the center of mass of the wind turbine blade 6 with the wind load applied and the mass m(z) per unit length at
each position of the wind turbine blade 6 in the z-axis direction from the blade root 6e to the blade tip end 6b of the wind
turbine blade 6. The integral value f is expressed by the following Equation (1): 

where z is the position in the z-axis direction (in the direction along the pitch axis 9), z0 is the position of the blade root
6e of the wind turbine blade 6 on the z-axis, and z1 is a position of the blade tip end 6b of the wind turbine blade 6 on
the z-axis.
[0043] In one embodiment, the integral value f per se may be used as the evaluation value. In this case, the evaluation
value F is expressed by the following Equation (2): 

The evaluation value F is not necessarily the integral value f per se; the evaluation value F may be a value obtained by
applying some calculation to the integral value f, or may be a value calculated in consideration of a parameter other than
the integral value f.
[0044] In one embodiment, the position x(z) of the center of mass of the wind turbine blade 6 with the wind load applied
may be calculated by the following Equation (3): 
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where Δx (z) is the displacement of the center of mass of the blade in the x-axis direction by the wind load, ΔxPRE(z) is
the pre-bend amount of the wind turbine blade 6 at the coordinate z, that is, the position of the center of mass of the
wind turbine blade 6 in the x-axis direction at the coordinate z, and θ is the root cut inclination angle, that is, the angle
defined between the extending direction of the wind turbine blade 6 at the blade root portion 6a and the center axis of
the bearing 8.
[0045] In this case, Equation (4) is obtained as below from Equations (2) and (3): 

In one embodiment, the evaluation value F may be obtained using Equation (4). Also, when z is 0 at the position of blade
root 6e of the wind turbine blade 6 and z is R at the position of the blade tip end 6b (in the case where the blade length
of the wind turbine blade 6 is R), Equation (5) is obtained as below:

In one embodiment, the evaluation value F may be obtained using Equation (5).
[0046] Herein, the position x(z) of the center of mass of the blade in a case when a wind load is applied (or the
displacement Δx(z) of the center of mass of the blade caused by the wind load) depends on the operation environment
in which the wind turbine generator 1 is operated. As the operation environment, there are recited the air density,
temperature and wind speed. It should be noted here that the air density and the temperature are fundamentally equivalent
parameters, since the air density depends on the temperature. In one embodiment, the evaluation value F is calculated
as a function that depends on the temperature T and the wind speed v. The balance between the pitch moments Mzb
of the portion of the wind turbine blade 6 located on the windward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 and the portion
located on the leeward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 can be evaluated for a desired temperature T and wind speed
v, by calculating the position x(z) (or the displacement Δx (z)) for the desired temperature T and wind speed v, and
further calculating the evaluation value F from the calculated position x(z) (or the displacement Δx (z)). Instead, the
evaluation value F may be calculated as a function that depends on the air density ρ and the wind speed v. In this case,
the balance between the pitch moments Mzb of the portion of the wind turbine blade 6 located on the windward side
with respect to the pitch axis 9 and the portion located on the leeward side can be evaluated for the air density ρ and
the wind speed v.
[0047] Herein, as described above, the pitch moment Mzb required for rotating the wind turbine blade 6 about the
pitch axis 9 becomes maximum in the case where the temperature T is the lowest temperature TLOW at which the wind
turbine generator 1 is allowed to be operated (or the air density ρ is the maximum air density ρMAX) and the wind speed
is the rated wind speed vRATED. Accordingly, the position x(z) of the center of mass of the blade (or the displacement
Δx(z)) is calculated for the lowest temperature TLOW (or the maximum air density ρMAX) and the rated wind speed vRATED
so that the evaluation value F calculated using the calculated position x (z) (or the displacement Δx(z)) is the most
suitable value for evaluating the balance between the pitch moments Mzb by the self weighs of the portions of the A
and B regions of the wind turbine blade 6. The pitch moment Mzb required for rotating the wind turbine blade 6 about
the pitch axis 9 can be further reduced by determining the root cut inclination angle θ and the shape of the wind turbine
blade 6 (in particular, the pre-bend amount ΔxRRE(z)) so as to minimize the evaluation value F calculated with respect
to the lowest temperature TLOW (or the maximum air density ρMAX) and the rated wind speed vRATED.
[0048] The designing technique described above may be implemented using a wind turbine rotor design support
apparatus 20 shown in Fig. 10. The wind turbine rotor design support apparatus 20 is configured as a computer that
includes an input device 21, an output device 22, a CPU 23, a memory 24 and an external storage device 25. The input
device 21 and the output device 22 configure a man-machine interface of the wind turbine rotor design support apparatus
20. The input device 21 is provided with a key board and a mouse, for example. The output device 22 is provided with
a monitor and a printer for example. A wind turbine rotor design support program 26 is installed onto the external storage
device 25. The wind turbine rotor design support program 26 is a computer program for aiding the above-described
designing technique. The CPU 23 executes the wind turbine rotor design support program 26 using the memory 24. The
wind turbine rotor design support program 26 includes: a simulator for calculating the position x(z) of the center of mass
of the wind turbine blade 6 in the windward direction (x-axis direction) with a wind load applied for the desired operation
environment (e.g., temperature T, air density ρ and wind speed v) or the displacement due to the wind load; a code
module for calculating the evaluation value F; and a structure design tool for designing the structure of the wind turbine
blade 6.
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[0049] A description is given below of a preferred example of the procedure of designing a wind turbine blade 6 using
the wind turbine rotor design support apparatus 20 shown in Fig. 10. It should be noted that, in the following, a description
is given of a case when the evaluation value F is calculated using Equation (5) from the lowest temperature TLOW and
the rated wind speed vRATED. It would be, however, obvious for the person skilled in the art that the evaluation value
may be calculated in a similar procedure by using Equations (2) and (4) and that the maximum air density ρMAX may be
used instead of the lowest temperature TLOW.
[0050] Design data of the wind turbine blade 6 is previously prepared in the external storage device 25. The design
data include data indicative of the structure of the wind turbine blade 6 (the pre-bend amount ΔxRRE(z) at the coordinate
z of the wind turbine blade 6, the blade length R of the wind turbine blade 6 and the mass per unit length m(z) of the
wind turbine blade 6 at the coordinate z and so on) and include data indicative of other mechanical characteristics. The
design data may be produced using the structure design tool of the wind turbine rotor design support program 26 or
externally given using the input device 21.
[0051] Moreover, the lowest temperature TLOW at which the wind turbine generator 1 is allowed to be operated and
the rated wind speed vRATED are inputted via the input device 22 and stored onto the external storage device 25.
[0052] The wind turbine rotor design support program 26 calculates the displacement of the center of mass of the
blade in the windward direction (x-axis direction) due to the wind load using the simulator for the given lowest temperature
TLOW and the rated wind speed vRATED. The design data of the wind turbine blade 6 are used in the calculation of the
displacement Δx(z). The calculated displacement of the center of mass of the blade in the windward direction (x-axis
direction) due to the wind load is stored in the external storage device 25.
[0053] Further, the wind turbine rotor design support program 26 calculates the evaluation value F using Equation (5)
mentioned above. This evaluation value F indicates a degree of the balance between the pitch moments Mzb of the
portion of the wind turbine blade 6 located on the windward side with respect to the pitch axis 9 and the portion located
on the leeward side with respect to the pitch axis 9. The pitch moment Mzb required for rotating the wind turbine blade
6 about the pitch axis 9 is reduced as the evaluation value Fis reduced.
[0054] A user seeing the evaluation value F may revise the design data of the wind turbine blade 6 using the structure
design tool of the wind turbine rotor design support program 26, if necessary. By revising the pre-bend amount ΔxPRE
(z) and/or the root cut inclination angle θ in accordance with the necessity, the evaluation value F can be reduced, that
is, the pitch moment Mzb required for rotating the wind turbine blade 6 about the pitch axis 9 can be reduced. It should
be noted here that, reduction of the evaluation value F is equivalent to reduction of the integral value f of Equation (1)
in the calculation of the evaluation value F using Equation (5). The structure design tool of the wind turbine rotor design
support program 26 may be used in revising the design data.
[0055] The designing procedure as described above allows designing the wind turbine blade 6 with a reduced pitch
moment Mzb required for rotation about the pitch axis 9.

Claims

1. A designing method of a wind turbine rotor (4) including a rotor head (5), a bearing (8) provided on said rotor head
(5) and a wind turbine blade (6) attached to said bearing (8), said method comprising:

providing operation environment data indicative of an operation environment of a wind turbine generator (1)
including said wind turbine rotor (4) and design data of said wind turbine blade (6);
calculating a position of a center of mass of said wind turbine blade (6) in each position in a lengthwise direction
of said wind turbine blade (6) in said operation environment from said operation environment data and said
design data; and
calculating an evaluation value which is a value depending on an integral value obtained by integrating a product
of said calculated position of said center of mass of the blade (6) and a mass per unit length at each position
in a lengthwise direction of said wind turbine blade (6) from a blade root (6e) of said wind turbine blade (6) to
a blade tip end (6b) of the same,
wherein said operation environment data includes first data indicative of a rated wind speed of said wind turbine
generator (1) and second data indicative of a lowest temperature (TLOW) at which said wind turbine generator
(1) is allowed to be operated or an air density corresponding to said lowest temperature (TLOW).

2. The designing method according to claim 1, wherein said evaluation value F is calculated using the following Equation
(1): 
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wherein, in Equation (1), a z-axis is defined in a direction along a center axis (9) of said bearing (8), and an x-
axis is defined as being perpendicular to said z-axis so that a plane including said x-axis and said z-axis is
perpendicular to a rotation plane (12) of said wind turbine rotor (4),
wherein F is said evaluation value,
wherein x(z) is a position of the center of mass of said wind turbine blade (6) in said x-axis direction in said
operation environment for a coordinate z on said z-axis,
wherein m (z) is a mass per unit length of said wind turbine blade (6) at the coordinate z on the z-axis,
wherein z0 is a position of said blade root (6e) on said z-axis, and wherein z1 is a position of said blade tip end
(6b) on said z-axis.

3. The designing method according to claim 2, wherein x(z) is calculated using the following Equation (2): 

wherein is a displacement of said center of mass of the blade (6) in said x-axis direction due to a wind load,
wherein the pre-bend amount ΔxRRE (z) of said wind turbine blade (6) is a position of said center of mass of
said wind turbine blade (6) in said x-axis direction with no load for the coordinate z, and
wherein said root cut inclination angle θ is an angle between an extending direction of said wind turbine blade
(6) in said blade root portion (6a) and the center axis (9) of said bearing (8).

4. The designing method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, further comprising: revising said design data so as to
reduce said integral value.

5. The designing method according to claim 3, wherein said blade root portion (6a) of said wind turbine blade (6) is in
a cylindrical shape, and
wherein the extending direction of said wind turbine blade (6) at said blade root portion (6a) is defined as a center
line (10) of said cylindrical shape.

6. A design support apparatus (20) of a wind turbine rotor (4) that includes a rotor head (5), a bearing (8) provided on
said rotor head (5) and a wind turbine blade (6) attached to said bearing (8), said apparatus comprising:

a storage device (25) for storing operation environment data indicative of an operation environment of a wind
turbine generator (1) including said wind turbine rotor (4); and
a processing unit (26),
wherein said processing unit (26) is programmed to calculate a position of a center of mass of said wind blade
(6) at each position in a lengthwise direction of said wind turbine blade (6) in said operation environment from
said operation environment data and said design data, and to calculate an evaluation value which depends on
an integral value obtained by integrating a product of the calculated position of said center of mass of the blade
(6) and a mass per unit length at each position in the lengthwise direction of said wind turbine blade from a
blade root (6e) of said wind turbine blade (6) to a blade tip end (6b) of the same,
wherein said operation environment data includes first data indicative of a rated wind speed of said wind turbine
generator (1) and second data indicative of a lowest temperature (TLOW) at which said wind turbine generator
(1) is allowed to be operated or an air density corresponding to said lowest temperature (TLOW).

7. A recording medium recording a design support program of a wind turbine rotor (4) which includes a rotor head (5),
a bearing (8) provided on said rotor head (5) and a wind turbine blade (6) attached to said bearing (8), said program
causing a computer to perform the following steps of:

calculating a position of a center of mass of said wind turbine blade (6) at each position in a lengthwise direction
of said wind turbine blade (6) in an operation environment, based on operation environment data indicative of
an operation environment of a wind turbine generator (1) including said wind turbine rotor (4) and design data
of said wind turbine blade (6), wherein the operation environment data and the design data are prepared in a
storage device (25); and
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calculating an evaluation value which depends on an integral value obtained by integrating a product of said
calculated position of said center of mass of the blade(6) and a mass per unit length at each position in the
lengthwise direction of said wind turbine blade (6) from a blade root (6e) of said wind turbine blade (6) to a blade
tip end (6b) of the same,
wherein said operation environment data include first data indicative of a rated wind speed of said wind turbine
generator (1) and second data indicative of a lowest temperature (TLOW) at which said wind turbine generator
(1) is allowed to be operated or an air density corresponding to said lowest temperature (TLOW).

Patentansprüche

1. Konstruktionsverfahren eines Windturbinenrotors (4), der einen Rotorkopf (5), ein auf dem Rotorkopf (5) vorgese-
henes Lager (8) und eine an dem Lager (8) angebrachte Windturbinenschaufel (6) aufweist, wobei das Verfahren
umfasst:

Bereitstellen von Betriebsumgebungsdaten, die eine Betriebsumgebung eines Windturbinengenerators (1), der
den Windturbinenrotor (4) aufweist, angeben, und von Konstruktionsdaten der Windturbinenschaufel (6),
Berechnen einer Position eines Massenschwerpunkts der Windturbinenschaufel (6) in jeder Position in Längs-
richtung der Windturbinenschaufel (6) in der Betriebsumgebung aus den Betriebsumgebungsdaten und den
Konstruktionsdaten, und
Berechnen eines Evaluationswerts, der ein von einem durch Integrieren eines Produkts der berechneten Position
des Massenschwerpunkts der Schaufel (6) und einer Masse per Einheitslänge an jeder Position in einer Längs-
richtung der Windturbinenschaufel (6) von einem Schaufelfuß (6e) der Windturbinenschaufel (6) zu einer Schau-
felspitze (6b) derselben erhaltenen Integralwert abhängiger Wert ist,
wobei die Betriebsumgebungsdaten erste Daten, die eine Nennwindgeschwindigkeit des Windturbinengenera-
tors (1) angeben, und zweite Daten umfassen, die eine niedrigste Temperatur (TLOW), bei der der Windturbi-
nengenerator (1) betrieben werden darf, oder eine Luftdichte angeben, die der niedrigsten Temperatur (TLOW)
entspricht.

2. Konstruktionsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Evaluationswert F unter Verwendung der folgenden Gleichung
(1) berechnet wird: 

wobei in Gleichung (1) eine z-Achse in einer Richtung entlang einer Mittenachse (9) des Lagers (8) definiert
ist, und eine x-Achse als senkrecht zu der z-Achse definiert ist, derart, dass eine Ebene, die die x-Achse und
die z-Achse umfasst, senkrecht zu einer Rotationsebene (12) des Windturbinenrotors (4) ist,
wobei F der Evaluationswert ist
wobei x(z) eine Position des Massenschwerpunkts der Windturbinenschaufel (6) in der x-Achsen-Richtung in
der Betriebsumgebung für eine Koordinate z auf der z-Achse ist,
wobei m(z) eine Masse per Einheitslänge der Windturbinenschaufel (6) an der Koordinate z auf der z-Achse ist,
wobei z0 eine Position des Schaufelfußes (6e) auf der z-Achse ist und
wobei z1 eine Position der Schaufelspitze (6b) auf der z-Achse ist.

3. Konstruktionsverfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei x(z) unter Verwendung der folgenden Gleichung (2) berechnet wird: 

wobei eine Verschiebung des Massenschwerpunkts der Schaufel (6) in der x-Achsen-Richtung aufgrund von
Windlast ist,
wobei der vorgebogene Wert ΔxPRE(z) der Windturbinenschaufel (6) eine Position des Massenschwerpunkts
der Windturbinenschaufel (6) in der x-Achsen-Richtung ohne Last für die Koordinate z ist und
wobei der Fußschnitt-Neigungswinkel θ ein Winkel zwischen einer Erstreckungsrichtung der Windturbinen-
schaufel (6) in den Schaufelfußabschnitt (6a) und der Mittenachse (9) des Lagers (8) ist.

4. Konstruktionsverfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, ferner umfassend: Korrigieren der Konstruktionsdaten,
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um den Integralwert zu reduzieren.

5. Konstruktionsverfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Schaufelfußabschnitt (6a) der Windturbinenschaufel (6) eine
Zylinderform aufweist, und
wobei die Erstreckungsrichtung der Windturbinenschaufel (6) an dem Schaufelfußabschnitt (6a) als eine Mittellinie
(10) der Zylinderform definiert ist.

6. Konstruktionshilfsvorrichtung (20) eines Windturbinenrotors (4), der einen Rotorkopf (5), ein auf dem Rotorkopf (5)
vorgesehenes Lager (8) und eine an dem Lager (8) angebrachte Windturbinenschaufel (6) aufweist, wobei die
Einrichtung umfasst:

eine Speichervorrichtung (25) zum Speichern von Betriebsumgebungsdaten, die eine Betriebsumgebung eines
Windturbinengenerators (1), der den Windturbinenrotor (4) aufweist, angeben, und
eine Verarbeitungseinheit (26),
wobei die Verarbeitungseinheit (26) dazu programmiert ist, eine Position eines Massenschwerpunkts der Wind-
schaufel (6) an jeder Position in einer Längsrichtung der Windturbinenschaufel (6) in der Betriebsumgebung
aus den Betriebsumgebungsdaten und den Konstruktionsdaten zu berechnen, und einen Evaluationswert, der
von einem durch Integrieren eines Produkts der berechneten Position des Massenschwerpunkts der Schaufel
(6) und einer Masse per Einheitslänge an jeder Position in der Längsrichtung der Windturbinenschaufel von
einem Schaufelfuß (6e) der Windturbinenschaufel (6) zu einer Schaufelspitze (6b) derselben erhaltenen Inte-
gralwert abhängig ist, zu berechnen,
wobei die Betriebsumgebungsdaten erste Daten, die eine Nennwindgeschwindigkeit des Windturbinengenera-
tors (1) angeben, und zweite Daten umfassen, die eine niedrigste Temperatur (TLOW), bei der der Windturbi-
nengenerator (1) betrieben werden darf, oder eine Luftdichte angeben, die der niedrigsten Temperatur (TLOW)
entspricht.

7. Speichermedium, das ein Konstruktionshilfsprogramm eines Windturbinenrotors (4), der einen Rotorkopf (5), ein
auf dem Rotorkopf (5) vorgesehenes Lager (8) und eine an dem Lager (8) angebrachte Windturbinenschaufel (6)
aufweist, speichert, wobei das Programm einen Rechner veranlasst, die folgenden Schritte auszuführen:

Berechnen einer Position eines Massenschwerpunkts der Windturbinenschaufel (6) an jeder Position in einer
Längsrichtung der Windturbinenschaufel (6) in einer Betriebsumgebung, basierend auf Betriebsumgebungs-
daten, die eine Betriebsumgebung eines Windturbinengenerators (1), der den Windturbinenrotor (4) aufweist,
angeben, und Konstruktionsdaten der Windturbinenschaufel (6), wobei die Betriebsumgebungsdaten und die
Konstruktionsdaten in einer Speichervorrichtung (25) vorbereitet werden, und
Berechnen eines Evaluationswerts, der von einem Integralwert, der durch Integrieren eines Produkts der be-
rechneten Position des Massenschwerpunkts der Schaufel (6) und einer Masse per Einheitslänge an jeder
Position in der Längsrichtung der Windturbinenschaufel (6) von einem Schaufelfuß (6e) der Windturbinenschau-
fel (6) zu einer Schaufelspitze (6b) derselben erhalten wird, abhängig ist,
wobei die Betriebsumgebungsdaten erste Daten, die eine Nennwindgeschwindigkeit des Windturbinengenera-
tors (1) angeben, und zweite Daten umfassen, die eine niedrigste Temperatur (TLOW), bei der der Windturbi-
nengenerator (1) betrieben werden darf, oder eine Luftdichte angeben, die der niedrigsten Temperatur (TLOW)
entspricht.

Revendications

1. Procédé de conception d’un rotor d’éolienne (4) comprenant une tête de rotor (5), un support (8) prévu sur ladite
tête de rotor (5) et une pale d’éolienne (6) attachée audit support (8), ledit procédé comprenant :

la fourniture de données d’environnement de fonctionnement indicatives d’un environnement de fonctionnement
d’une aérogénératrice (1) comprenant ledit rotor d’éolienne (4) et de données de conception de ladite pale
d’éolienne (6) ;
le calcul d’une position d’un centre de masse de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) à chaque position dans une direction
de longueur de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) dans ledit environnement de fonctionnement à partir desdites données
d’environnement de fonctionnement et desdites données de conception ; et
le calcul d’une valeur d’évaluation qui est une valeur qui dépend d’une valeur intégrale obtenue en intégrant
un produit de ladite position calculée dudit centre de masse de la pale (6) et d’une masse par longueur unitaire
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à chaque position dans une direction de longueur de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) d’une emplanture de pale (6e)
de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) à une extrémité terminale de pale (6b) de la susdite,
dans lequel lesdites données d’environnement de fonctionnement comprennent des premières données indi-
catives d’une vitesse de vent assignée de ladite aérogénératrice (1) et des deuxièmes données indicatives
d’une température la plus basse (TLOW) à laquelle ladite aérogénératrice (1) peut être mise en oeuvre ou d’une
densité de l’air correspondant à ladite température la plus basse (TLOW).

2. Procédé de conception selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite valeur d’évaluation F est calculée en utilisant
l’équation (1) suivante : 

dans lequel, dans l’équation (1), un axe z est défini dans une direction le long d’un axe central (9) dudit support
(8), et un axe x est défini comme étant perpendiculaire audit axe z de sorte qu’un plan comprenant ledit axe x
et ledit axe z est perpendiculaire à un plan de rotation (12) dudit rotor d’éolienne (4),
dans lequel F est ladite valeur d’évaluation,
dans lequel x(z) est une position du centre de masse de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) dans ladite direction d’axe x
dans ledit environnement de fonctionnement pour une coordonnée z sur ledit axe z,
dans lequel m(z) est une masse par longueur unitaire de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) au niveau de la coordonnée
z sur l’axe z,
dans lequel z0 est une position de ladite emplanture de pale (6e) sur ledit axe z, et
dans lequel z1 est une position de ladite extrémité terminale de pale (6b) sur ledit axe z.

3. Procédé de conception selon la revendication 2, dans lequel x(z) est calculé en utilisant l’équation (2) suivante : 

dans lequel Δx(z) est un déplacement dudit centre de masse de la pale (6) dans ladite direction d’axe x du fait
d’une charge de vent,
dans lequel la quantité de pré-cintrage ΔxPRE(z) de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) est une position dudit centre de
masse de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) dans ladite direction d’axe x sans charge pour la coordonnée z, et
dans lequel ledit angle d’inclinaison de coupe d’emplanture θ est un angle entre une direction d’extension de
ladite pale d’éolienne (6) dans ladite partie d’emplanture de pale (6a) et l’axe central (9) dudit support (8).

4. Procédé de conception selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, comprenant en outre : la révision desdites
données de conception de manière à réduire ladite valeur intégrale.

5. Procédé de conception selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite partie d’emplanture de pale (6a) de ladite pale
d’éolienne (6) a une forme cylindrique, et
dans lequel la direction d’extension de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) au niveau de ladite partie d’emplanture de pale
(6a) est définie en tant que ligne centrale (10) de ladite forme cylindrique.

6. Appareil de support de conception (20) d’un rotor d’éolienne (4) qui comprend une tête de rotor (5), un support (8)
prévu sur ladite tête de rotor (5) et une pale d’éolienne (6) attachée audit support (8), ledit appareil comprenant :

un dispositif de mémorisation (25) pour mémoriser des données d’environnement de fonctionnement indicatives
d’un environnement de fonctionnement d’une aérogénératrice (1) comprenant ledit rotor d’éolienne (4) ; et
une unité de traitement (26),
dans lequel ladite unité de traitement (26) est programmée pour calculer une position d’un centre de masse de
ladite pale d’éolienne (6) à chaque position dans une direction de longueur de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) dans
ledit environnement de fonctionnement à partir desdites données d’environnement de fonctionnement et des-
dites données de conception, et pour calculer une valeur d’évaluation qui dépend d’une valeur intégrale obtenue
en intégrant un produit de la position calculée dudit centre de masse de la pale (6) et d’une masse par longueur
unitaire à chaque position dans la direction de longueur de ladite pale d’éolienne d’une emplanture de pale (6e)
de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) à une extrémité terminale de pale (6b) de la susdite,
dans lequel lesdites données d’environnement de fonctionnement comprennent des premières données indi-
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catives d’une vitesse de vent assignée de ladite aérogénératrice (1) et des deuxièmes données indicatives
d’une température la plus basse (TLOW) à laquelle ladite aérogénératrice (1) peut être mise en oeuvre ou d’une
densité de l’air correspondant à ladite température la plus basse (TLOW).

7. Support d’enregistrement enregistrant un programme de support de conception d’un rotor d’éolienne (4) qui com-
prend une tête de rotor (5), un support (8) prévu sur ladite tête de rotor (5) et une pale d’éolienne (6) attachée audit
support (8), ledit programme amenant un ordinateur à effectuer les étapes de :

calcul d’une position d’un centre de masse de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) à chaque position dans une direction
de longueur de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) dans un environnement de fonctionnement, sur la base de données
d’environnement de fonctionnement indicatives d’un environnement de fonctionnement d’une aérogénératrice
(1) comprenant ledit rotor d’éolienne (4) et de données de conception de ladite pale d’éolienne (6), dans lequel
les données d’environnement de fonctionnement et les données de conception sont préparées dans un dispositif
de mémorisation (25) ; et
calcul d’une valeur d’évaluation qui dépend d’une valeur intégrale obtenue en intégrant un produit de ladite
position calculée dudit centre de masse de la pale (6) et d’une masse par longueur unitaire à chaque position
dans la direction de longueur de ladite pale d’éolienne (6) d’une emplanture de pale (6e) de ladite pale d’éolienne
(6) à une extrémité terminale de pale (6b) de la susdite,
dans lequel lesdites données d’environnement de fonctionnement comprennent des premières données indi-
catives d’une vitesse de vent assignée de ladite aérogénératrice (1) et des deuxièmes données indicatives
d’une température la plus basse (TLOW) à laquelle ladite aérogénératrice (1) peut être mise en oeuvre ou d’une
densité de l’air correspondant à ladite température la plus basse (TLOW).
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